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Investigations on the Fluid Dynamics
Of Spark Dischargesl

By B. G. FOWLER and G. E. SEAY

Acoustical effects have been immemorially associated with spark dis
charges in thunder and lightning. Scientifically, however, the earliest 8880
c~ation was probably t~at of Toeppler, who used (850) the llght of spark
discharges to make viSIble the accompanying air-pressure waves.

The investigation of spark discharges has been intensively carried on
yielding information in breakdown of the gas, and on the nature of th~
emitted radiation, temperatur~s and ion concentrations in the discharge,
:llld the changes which occur m these quantities in time. It the breakdown
of the dielectric be the phase of the discharge to "'hieh the term "spark"
is restricted, then it is l'easonable to say that a rather t'olllplete under
standmg of the spark is available. On the other hand, if the entire dlsc.'harge
is included in the term, much remains obs(·ure. It is sometimes stilted that
the discharge after the disruption of the dielectric is simply to be regarded
us an arc at high current. Our investigations have 1('(1 us to the ('on('1usion
that this description is wrong when applied to the open spnrk; that the en
tire discharge has a unique character, and that a ('olllllh·tp nnd(>rstandinK
of it cannot be achieved until the fluid flow pro('('sS(>s lll'('seut in the <liR
('harge have been considered.

In 1944, Rayleigh made the ousen'ution that the luminosity of an elee
trodeless discharge overflowed into side avenues out of the I:'xdtlul/: f(('ld.
and persisted as it flowed for times up to 10-6 second. Ztlll8trn SU~~('sted

that recombination of outflowing ions produced in the discharge could ac
ef/unt for the long duration of the supposed afterglow, hnt LN' l'lhowl:'cl that
the lnminosity in the Rayleigh experiment was ejected in bursts, or tronts,
whose space distribution could only be explained by l:ls~l1mlng 11 continu
ing excitation. of the gas during tile expansion. An extensive In\'estiKation
of the phenomenon was then undertaken with the support of the United
~tates Office of Xaval Research. It was found tllnt the expansion of the
l'xcited gas during and after the discharge of electrical energy into the
~as is in general completely analgons to the expansion of any compressed
fluid upon the ahrupt release of l,ressure.

Such an expansion comprises three main proces8(>s. FIrst, n mO\'In~ Inter
fa('e exists between the flowing gas originally external to the discharge, and
t he as yeot undisturbed stationury gas also originally external to the di8
I'1large. This interface is known as a "shock wave" and mO\'es with a speed
lIIany fold greater than the speed of sound in the stationary gas, and roughly
30% greater than the speed of the flowing gas behind the interfa('E'. Sta
tionary gas molecules pile up as the interface moves, and the concomitant
('ompression and entropy increase which occur across the Interface raise
~he temperature by a lal'gefactor. The c0D1pr~s8ion, when I/:reat enouKh,
I.S accompanied by the vroduction of a luminOSity whose exact mechanics
IR not understood.

The second process is :l moving interface between the nowill~ gas
originally internal to the discharge and the flowing gas oriKinally external
to it. This interface is known US a' "contact surface", and mon~fJ with the
flow velocity of the gases, which is the ssme on either side of the Inter·
taee. Pressure is also constant across this interface.

The expanding' gas originally internal to the discharge can be looked
lllJOn as a gaseous piston which drives the external gas ahead of it. The
contact interface is the head of this pIston. When vIscous heat traufer
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effects are negligible, the speed of flow of the gaB will be constant all the
way from the shock Interface, past th~ contact Interlace and up to the
toot of the third process, the rarefaction wave. This region is spoken of as
a plateau.

The rarefaction wave 1s the region of pressure transition between the
flowing gas originally interior to the discharge, and the as yet undisturbed,
8tatlona1'7 gas originally Internal to the discharge.

The rarefaction und~rgoes a complex motion. The Yeloclty of the foot
of the rarefaction is CODlPO~ of a velocity equal to that which sound would
have In the expanded, flowing, internal gas (directed inwardly, or away froOl
the flow direction) combined v~torially with the outwardly directed flow
velocity of the expanding internal gas. The motion of the head of the rare
faction wave is a motion at sound speed in the unexpunded, undisturbed
internal- gas, directed away from the flow direction. At intermediate points
the wave moves with an appropriate combination of the local sound velocity
and flow l"eloclty.

The simplest equations governing the expansion are those for an ideal
gas having a temperature-independent specific heat at constant volume.
While It is not to be expected that highly ionized gases will behave wholly
as ideal gases, comparisons have been made between experiment and ideal
gas theory to test the fluid dynamic theory of the discharge to a first ap
proximation. It U Is the speed of the shock interface, u is the speed of
the gaseous piston, and co i~ the ~peed of sound in the undisturbed gas out
side the discharge, then

f.4ul (f.4-1) =U-co'/U.
The constant J.L is a function of the specific heats. I. e.

f.4=(Cp+Cv)/(Cp-Cv) ;
absence of dissociative processes at the shock is assumed in these expressions.·

To carry ideal gas theory a{'ross the shock interface is fairly reasonable.
since the maximum dissociation to be expected is not very large. To con
tinue on and apply it across the interface between the Internal and external
gases is extremely doubtful, because of the high temperatures and extreme
dissociation present in the internal gas. Nevertheless such calculations are
interesting for the numbers they yield. Thus the following formula for
initial temperature (T.) of the spark discharge can be derived.

~2/ ';.'0 = 2. .18 U'-;CC: = 1. 851-/ c~ + '\i u'- . l- 1"~_
. 0 0 , / .

tor a monatomic gas. For ratios of Uleo of 10, which are commonly obserwd,
T. would have been 12,0000 K 011 ideal gas theory.

The expansion mechanism just described applies to the situation in
which there are no chemical reactions at the shock front. If reactions are
possible, the wave front may become a detonation or deflagratlon wave.

• These equations follow by elementary manipulation from three con
ditions which the gas must fulfill across the shock Interface.
(1) Oonservatlon of mass (U _ f.4) =U

per unit area in Pi pe
(2) Conservation of momentum Pt+(U - f.4)lp1=Po+U·fle
(8) ConS(orvation of energy (P.+Po} (7'. - 7'l)/.=th - eo
In addlUon to the quantities defined above, p is pressure, or Is specifiC
volume, e is 9pecittc energy, while the subscript 0 refers to the gas at rest
and 1 refers to the moving gas.
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EXPERIMENTAL RESULT8

Turning to the experimental stUdies of the spark discharge at low
pressure which are interpretable on the fluid theories just discussed the
bnlk of measurements has been made using a very simple arrangemen't. A
capacitor of 5 to 15 microfarads Is charged to a potential of 1000 to 10000
volts and discharged via a switch through a gas at 1/10 to 100 mm' Hg
pressure. The gas is usually confined In a cylindrical tube, and heavy nickel
el~trode8 are introduced in the tube at strategic location8. One tube desltnl
whIch we have greatly favored is an imitation of the so ('allM "shock tube"
used in aerodynamic studies. It is shown in figure 1. '

TO Y/lCQQI( SVSTVtTO
CIPRC/TOR

Figure 1.

A sequence of the theoretical events w111<'h were descrlbE'd previously
:IS expected in such a shock tube is shown in figure 2.

Several experiments were performed to establish the fluid flow ex
llianation of the luminous expansion effects. The lmninous expan~lon itself
was observed by the same rotating mirror technique whleh Rayleigh al)plied
to it. Velocities of advance of luminosity could be established with fair
precision ('"""" 10%). Lack of precision was caused by structure of the tront,
which we became partially able to understand nnd either pliminate or recog
nize and select against. Nevertheless there rf'maiuP<1 u small speed varia
tion with time which made it impossible to assign a sin~le ('onMtnnt Slleed
to the flow, as ideally required.

Identification of the luminous expansion frout with one of the critical
processes of fluid flow was the first major problem. Two eXllerlments
showed that there is actual gas motion accompanying the luminosity. In
the first, a 1000 A0 thick diaphragm of cellulose nitrate was placed aeron
the tube at the hollow electrode, and u different internal and external gas
employed at the same time. Invariably the spectrum of the Internal galt
could be detected at all points in the expansion chamber. In a second ex
)leriment a magnetic field was placed at right angles to the gas velocity and
a pair of· probes set at right angles to both of these. Potentials at the probu
were measured oscillographically, and calculation yielded ion velocities In
substantial agreement with the speed of advance of the more commonly
obserVed luminous fronts. Since this measurement alRo Indicated gas mo
tion outward from the disc-harge chamber, a contact surface must have
existed in the !low. Therefore, because the usual luminou8 front had this
same flow 8~, we identified this usual form of luminous front all a con
tact surface.

The next problem was to detect the shock front which should be travel
ing in advance of any contact surface. The first evidence for the existence
of this shock t.ront came from reflection studies of the expansion. If the
expansion chamber be terminated by an obstruction the flowing gu mD8t
rome progressively to reet after the shock wave reaches the obstruction.
This interfacial process of bringing the !lowing gas to rest recedee 8100«
the expansion chamber counter to the direction of gas flow, and 18 Itlelt
a shock wave, which is termed a "reflected" shock. It mOVe8 first throUlh
the external gas. and then colUdes with the internal gas at the contact
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surface where an "Interaction" and "refraction" of the shoek occurs. In
early mirror records of the expansion into an obstructed chamber theee
interactions could be clea.rly seen at some distance away from the ob
struction, implying the existence of the reflected shock and consequently
of the primary shock also. Later, examination of a large variety of mirror
records of obstructed expansion showed that as initial gas density was de
creased, ~he structure of the record underwent a striking change. First. as
the denSIty was decreased, the reflected shock revealed itself by becomllll
luminous. Then at still lower densities, the primary shock also became
luminous so that the leading edge of the luminous expansion at flUfflclently
low densities is a shock and not a contact surface. }"'inally, at extremely
low densities (the exact range depends upon the nature of the gas) the
contact surface became indistinguishable, and the entire luminosity' was
radiated from the shock front. It is nearly always possible to discriminate
between the shock and contact surfaces by determining whether they reflect
before or upon reaching an obstruction.

The most interesting conclusion fit this point is that the original Rayleigh
phenomenon, owing to the pressure range in which it was obserVed, is a
self-luminous shock front propagating into the external gas.

Experimental detection of the accompanying rarefaction wave was
afforded by the transition in flow velocity across the wave. At the head
of the wave the gas is unexpanded and the flow velocity is 7..ero. At the
foot of the wave the flow velocity equals the velocity of the gaseous piston
or contact surface. Thus as the rarefaction wave moves into the undisturbed
gas the particles are accelerated continuously from zero velocity up to the
velocity of the contact surface. Using the rotating mirror techu[(lue, local
ized inhomogeneities in the discharge chamber luminosity were observed to
undergo such accelerations. The acceleration process moved away from the
contact surface while the particles were accelerated toward it; thus show
ing the presence of a rarefaction wave.

Having detected and identified the critical interfaces in the flow, we
next proposed to make a quantitative study of the degree to which the
flow equations are fulfilled to confirm the identification positively. To
detect the S'hock fronts even when they are non-luminous, a magnetic pickup
was employed. With this pickup time of flight curn~s for the shock could
be plotted for comparison with mirror records of the motion of the luminous
contact surface. Over the measured range, the speed of the shock was in
general much more constant than the speed of the contact surtaee. Since the
theory discussed above ignoreS' accelerations, calculation was made of the
sveed u. of an idealized contact surface to match the constant speed shock,
and this was compared with the actual decelerating contact speeds. It
was found that the value u. always agreed with that of the actual contact
at some point along its course. During the early stagelf of expansion the
actual contact advanced """" 10% faster than predicted, while during the
later stages it was often """" 10% slower than predicted. Explanations ot this
behavior are easy to devise, in terms of dissociation, preheating, etc. The
foregoing quantitative studies were conducted in helium, neon, argon, and
xenon.

The fluid dynamic character of the expan8Ion of the luminosity 10
the Rayleigh phenomenon, as opposed to such proc'C88e8 a8 excitation b1
jetS' of electrons, diffusive recombination, or migration of resonance radia
tion, can now be regarded as established.

LrrERATUBE CITED

1. R. J. Strutt (Lord RayleIgh), Proc. Roy. Soc. (J..ondon) 183, 26 (194+
45).

2. ;T. D. Craggs and W. Hopwood, Proc. Phys. Soc. (London) 59,7M (lM1).
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